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From Tuscan tomato and bread soup to monkfish stew, simple spaghettis or lemon and
pistachio polenta cake, Made at Home is a colourful collection of the food that Giorgio Locatelli
loves to prepare for family and friends. With recipes that reflect the places he calls home, from
Northern Italy to North London or the holiday house he and his wife Plaxy have found in Puglia,
this is a celebration of favourite vegetables combined in vibrant salads or fresh seasonal
stews, along with generous fish and meat dishes and cakes to share. Early every evening,
Giorgio's 'other family', the chefs and front of house staff at his restaurant, Locanda Locatelli,
sit down together to eat, and Giorgio reveals the recipes for their best-loved meals, the
Tuesday 'Italian' Burger and the Saturday pizza. In a series of features he also takes favourite
ingredients or themes and develops them in four different ways, amid ideas for wholesome
snacks, from mozzarella and ham calzoncini (pasties) to ricotta and swiss chard erbazzone (a
traditional pie), crostini to put out with drinks, and fresh fruit ice creams and sorbets to round
off a meal in true Italian style.
A boy makes a robot mother, imagining all of the things it could do that his always busy mother
does not, but he soon realizes the great things that only his real mother does.
The dough is undoubtedly the most important element to making a good quality pizza,
however, it is vital that the dough is treated correctly and that the fundamental steps of proper
maturation and leavening are respected. The maturation of the dough is the result of a process
known as "enzymatic hydrolysis", but what are the enzymes that intervene in the splitting of
complex parts thus enabling them to be more easily assimilated by the body? What techniques
must we adopt to achieve this result? Is it better to use a direct or an indirect dough method?
Can we get dough maturation at room temperature? Teaching the art of pizza, as well as
practicing it as a profession, has led me to translate one of my books. I wanted to give
concrete answers to these kinds of questions. My approach takes into account the science
based biochemical aspects of dough making and combines it with loads of useful practical
advice. A whole chapter has been dedicated to recipes for dough preparation, both direct and
indirect methods, combined with specific maturation techniques.
IN OFFERTA LANCIO! Consigli e segreti dalle antiche tradizioni di sempre, con prodotti
naturali per casa, cucina e salute.
Maxine Clark’s authentic collection of the best risottos Italy has to offer features both popular
favorites and lesser known dishes. An introduction to Simple Risottos shows how to create a
basic White Risotto step-by-step and includes a Pesto Risotto and Saffron Risotto. Ideas for
risottos with Vegetables include Butternut Squash, Sage and Chile Risotto; Fennel and Black
Olive Risotto; and Wild Mushroom Risotto. Try an extra indulgent dish with Cheese &
Eggs—choose from Mozzarella and Sun-blushed Tomato Risotto with Basil; Gorgonzola and
Ricotta Risotto with Crisp Sage Leaves, or Truffled Egg Risotto. Recipes for Poultry & Game
include Chicken Liver Risotto with Vin Santo and Duck Risotto with Wilted Spinach. Hearty and
satisfying options with Meat, Sausage, & Bacon are Salami and Borlotti Bean Risotto or Risotto
with Red Wine, Mushrooms, and Pancetta. A selection of lighter Fish & Seafood recipes
features Caper Risotto with Grilled Tuna and Salmoriglio Sauce and Crab and Chile Risotto.
Other Ways with Risotto includes variations on the risotto theme such as Rice croquettes with
Tomato Sauce and delicious sweet ideas for rice. • A collection of authentic risottos from Italy,
including more than 50 classic recipes for meat, fish and seafood, vegetables, and cheese. •
Food writer and cookery teacher Maxine Clark is a bestselling author for Ryland Peters &
Small—Tarts has sold more than 63,000 copies. • Features mouthwatering photography by
award-winning photographer Martin Brigdale.
The lion on Michael's T-shirt comes to life and jumps off, and Michael must convince him to get
back onto the shirt before his parents find out.
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Cairo is an exploding modern metropolis of eighteen million people that nevertheless
preserves within its heart the finest medieval city in the world, its alleys, mosques, and
caravanserais the original setting for the Arabian Nights, whose atmosphere is palpable still for
the visitor wandering through its bazaars, while at sunset the Pyramids glow gold against the
Western Desert as they have done for one million seven hundred thousand evenings past. The
monuments of pharaohs and sultans lie within the city's reach, making Cairo and its environs
an unequaled storehouse of human achievement. In this guide to the largest city in Africa and
the political and cultural fulcrum of the Arab world, Michael Haag explores Cairo's past and
present in word and picture, from Saqqara to the Citadel of Saladin, from the ancient
synagogue and churches of Old Cairo to the skyscrapers along the Nile, from Khan al-Khalili,
the vast bazaar as intricate as inlay work, to the Belle Epoque façades of the downtown
streets, and introduces you to the treasures of three great civilizations at the Islamic, Coptic,
and Egyptian Antiquities museums. Beautifully illustrated with 150 color photographs, this is a
fascinating armchair tour of Cairo in all its variety.
A San Francisco Chronicle and Kirkus Best Book of the Year A gorgeously unique, fully
illustrated exploration into the phenomenology of reading—how we visualize images from
reading works of literature, from one of our very best book jacket designers, himself a
passionate reader. What do we see when we read? Did Tolstoy really describe Anna
Karenina? Did Melville ever really tell us what, exactly, Ishmael looked like? The collection of
fragmented images on a page—a graceful ear there, a stray curl, a hat positioned just so—and
other clues and signifiers helps us to create an image of a character. But in fact our sense that
we know a character intimately has little to do with our ability to concretely picture our
beloved—or reviled—literary figures. In this remarkable work of nonfiction, Knopf's Associate Art
Director Peter Mendelsund combines his profession, as an award-winning designer; his first
career, as a classically trained pianist; and his first love, literature—he considers himself first
and foremost as a reader—into what is sure to be one of the most provocative and unusual
investigations into how we understand the act of reading.
In his comprehensive first book, legendary pizza czar Anthony Falco teaches you everything
you need to know to make pizza wherever you are, drawing from his singular experience
opening pizzerias around the globe If there’s one thing the entire world can agree on, it’s
pizza. It just might be the world’s favorite food. In every climate, in every region, in every kind
of kitchen, there’s pizza to be had, infused with local flavor. In this definitive book, filled with
hacks, tips, and secret techniques never before shared, International Pizza Consultant
Anthony Falco brings the world of pizza to your kitchen, wherever you are. After eight years at
the famous Brooklyn restaurant Roberta’s, culminating with his position as Pizza Czar, Falco
pivoted from the New York City food scene to the world, traveling to Brazil, Colombia, Kuwait,
Panama, Canada, Japan, India, Thailand, and all across the United States. His mission? To
discover the secrets and spread the gospel of making the world’s favorite food better. Now the
planet’s leading expert pizza consultant, he can make great pizza 8,000 feet above sea level
in Bogotá or in subtropical India, and he can certainly help you do it at home. An exhaustive
resource for absolutely any pizza cook, teaching mastery of the classics and tricks of the trade
as well as completely unique takes on styles and recipes from around the globe, Pizza Czar is
here to help you make world-class pizza from anywhere on the map. Important Note: For a
correction to the extra-virgin olive oil quantity in the recipe for Thin & Crispy Dough on page 57,
and for instructions on using this book without a sourdough starter, see
https://www.abramsbooks.com/errata/craft-errata-pizza-czar/.
- A book about the pleasure of baking your own bread using natural sourdough and healthy
ingredients - Includes 90 taste-tested recipes Bread making is a skill, but it is also a pleasure,
rooted in traditions that have nurtured generations. Sourdough, pasta madre in Italian, is one of
bread-baking's most popular variations with its signature tang and unique health benefits. It is
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also one of the easiest and most natural, its starter made from flour, water, and time. Riccardo
Astolfi has mastered the art of baking with sourdough and here collects 90 taste-tested recipes
for breads, as well as sweets and savories such as brioche, sweet buns, traditional panettone,
pancakes, bagels, pizza and more. Each recipe calls for organic and locally available
ingredients and is tested for the home kitchen. Contents: Introduction; Everyday recipes
(breakfast, snacks and pizzas); Festive recipes.
Reveals the remarkable depth of canine emotional complexity, explaining how dogs' sense of
smell shapes their perception of reality and how they express such emotions as gratitude,
loneliness, and love. Reprint. 100,000 first printing. Tour.
Beyond Hawkins Lab, Starcourt Mall, Dungeons and Dragons, Monsters, and Mindflayers, the
powerful children that have escaped from Hawkins Lab are out in the world, trying to live
normal lives, but it comes at a steep cost. Nine was left behind in Hawkins Lab, comatose and
alone. Now she lives in a fractured reality of her own creation under the watchful eyes of
doctors who have no idea about the psychic volcano building insider her that erupt at any
moment, obliterating their entire hospital. Three and Nine's twin sister both escaped Hawkins
lab several years ago and have been on the run ever since. They had just settled down into a
new life when, all of the sudden, the lab has made the national news. With the veil of normalcy
completely shattered, they pack everything they have and hit the road, hoping to find and help
any of the other kids they can. When Kali (number Eight) informs them that Nine is still alive it
becomes a race against the clock to save a beloved sister, from the doctors that keep her, as
well as the delusions that threaten to fracture her psyche beyond repair. Perfectly penned by
writer Jody Houser (Critical Role, Star Wars: Tie Fighter) with kinetic pencils by Ryan Kelly
(New York Four, Star Wars) and tight inks by Le Beau Underwood (Catwoman, Immortal Hulk)
this third book in the Stranger Things comics line takes the story to brand new territory.
Collects Stranger Things: Into the Fire #1-#4.
Shares pizza recipes representative of nine different regional styles, from Neapolitan and
Roman thin to Chicago deep-dish and Californian, and reveals secrets for making delicious
pizza in home kitchens.
In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford mathematician with a stammer, created a
story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began the immortal adventures of
Alice, perhaps the most popular heroine in English literature. Matte Cover 8.5x11' Can be used
as a coloring book
First published in 1891, Pellegrino Artusi's La scienza in cucina e l'arte di mangier bene has
come to be recognized as the most significant Italian cookbook of modern times. It was
reprinted thirteen times and had sold more than 52,000 copies in the years before Artusi's
death in 1910, with the number of recipes growing from 475 to 790. And while this figure has
not changed, the book has consistently remained in print. Although Artusi was himself of the
upper classes and it was doubtful he had ever touched a kitchen utensil or lit a fire under a pot,
he wrote the book not for professional chefs, as was the nineteenth-century custom, but for
middle-class family cooks: housewives and their domestic helpers. His tone is that of a friendly
advisor – humorous and nonchalant. He indulges in witty anecdotes about many of the recipes,
describing his experiences and the historical relevance of particular dishes. Artusi's
masterpiece is not merely a popular cookbook; it is a landmark work in Italian culture. This
English edition (first published by Marsilio Publishers in 1997) features a delightful introduction
by Luigi Ballerini that traces the fascinating history of the book and explains its importance in
the context of Italian history and politics. The illustrations are by the noted Italian artist Giuliano
Della Casa.

Join Lara Croft on a global journey and prepare delicious food from around the world
with Tomb Raider: The Official Cookbook and Travel Guide. Tomb Raider: The Official
Cookbook and Travel Guide is a thrilling and delicious tutorial on recipes based on the
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cultural history of the many locations Lara Croft has visited throughout her 25 years of
global adventures—bringing the taste back home to you. Inspired by the hit Tomb Raider
videogame franchise, this book features over 40 recipes from the many locations Lara
Croft visits and explores across the globe, with food and drinks inspired by key
characters and locations. Also included is expert information on the cultural history of
the many beautiful cities and countries to which she travels. A global exploration, this
unique cookbook and travel guide takes fans on an exclusive journey across the planet
chasing the thrills and adventures of Lara Croft. Featuring beautiful full color
photography as well as stunning art from the games, this is the ultimate gift for fans,
travelers, and food aficionados alike. OVER 40 RECIPES: Features over 40 recipes
inspired by the many locations Lara Croft visits across the world TRAVEL GUIDE: In
addition to over 40 recipes, this book includes a one-of-a-kind travel guide celebrating
the many beautiful countries and cities Lara visits 25TH ANNIVERSARY: Officially
licensed by and created in partnership with Square Enix and Crystal Dynamics for the
25th anniversary of Tomb Raider
Watch out Ugo! Olga the Cloud watches over her friend, Ugo the little bird. When a big
cat tries to sneak up on Ugo, Olga has to save the day. This book is part of the Olga the
Cloud series. Each 12-page story features the charming cloud in simple situations,
perfect for teaching babies and toddlers. Olga the Cloud stories were originally
published in Italian and are now brought to English audiences in ebook editions. Xist
Publishing is proud to present the Olga the Cloud Books to a new generation of
children. By bringing beloved stories from diverse cultures to new audiences, Xist
Publishing celebrates childhood in all its beautiful forms. We hope your children will
enjoy these stories and discover a lifetime love of reading and love for all the people
and creatures of the world.
From the heraldry of the four Hogwarts houses to the extravagant wares of Weasleys’
Wizard Wheezes, the world of Harry Potter overflows with radiant color. Featuring
artwork from the hugely successful Harry Potter Coloring Book and Harry Potter
Creatures Coloring Book, this special poster collection features twenty stunning, onesided prints that are perfect for coloring. From fan-favorite characters and scenes to
creatures and gorgeous patterns inspired by the wizarding world, each detailed
illustration is printed on high-quality card stock and can be easily removed for
displaying. Includes two EXCLUSIVE images that you can't find in any of the other
coloring books!
Little monster gives his father a hard time as he tries to put off his bedtime. Finally his
father lovingly but persistently is able to get him off to bed.
A revolutionary guide to making delicious pizza at home, offering a variety of base
doughs so that your pizza will turn out perfect no matter what kind of oven or equipment
you have. Pizza remains America's favorite food, but one that many people hesitate to
make at home. In Mastering Pizza, award-winning chef Marc Vetri tackles the topic with
his trademark precision, making perfect pizza available to anyone. The recipes—gleaned
from years spent researching recipes in Italy and perfecting them in America—have a
variety of base doughs of different hydration levels, which allow home cooks to achieve
the same results with a regular kitchen oven as they would with a professional pizza
oven. The book covers popular standards like Margherita and Carbonara while also
featuring unexpected toppings such as mussels and truffles—and even a dessert pizza
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made with Nutella. With transporting imagery from Italy and hardworking step-by-step
photos to demystify the process, Mastering Pizza will help you make pizza as delicious
as you find in Italy.
The mice become so involved in their Mardi Gras masquerade they forget it is all in fun.
Cook pizza from scratch in this fully interactive recipe book that allows readers mix the
ingredients, knead the dough, spread the sauce, and more! STEP ONE: Stir the yeast
and sugar into the warm water, and set aside until bubbly. STEP TWO: Combine the
flour and salt in a large mixing bowl. STEP THREE: Add the oil and yeast mixture into
the large bowl and mix until the ingredients turn into a large clump of dough! Simple yet
accurate recipe text takes readers through the steps of cooking pizza, from dough to
toppings, while the interactive novelty features invite them to participate in the process!
One hundred percent adult-free, knife-free, oven-free, and mess-free, cooking pizza
has never been so independent! Perfect for kids who love to help in the kitchen, or any
child who prefers to 'do it myself'. This is the second title in a series of interactive recipe
books.
Twisted Steel: A Motorcycle Club Romance AnthologyEleven of your favorite MC
authors have collaborated to bring you all new biker stories. Some clubs are known,
while others are brand spanking new. While each story takes place in a separate club,
you can always count on copious amounts of danger, suspense and--most of
all--angst.We all know the common code of MCs. Will these men and women put their
brotherhood above all else, or will they sacrifice everything for love?This collection
includes stories from Addison Jane, Erin Osborne, Nia Farrell, Chelle C. Craze, Dani
René, Amy Davies, Elizabeth Knox, E.C. Land, Claire Shaw, Scarlett Black, & Rae B.
Lake.
Che pizza! Ediz. illustrataIrlanda. Ediz. illustrataTouring EditoreCorsica. Ediz.
illustrataTouring EditoreI rimedi della nonnaEdiz. illustrataLibraria Editrice S.r.l.
An in-depth guide to pan pizza from baking authority Peter Reinhart, including
achievable recipes for making Detroit-, Sicilian-, and Roman-style pan pizzas and
focaccias in a home oven. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY FOOD NETWORK This new book from bread legend Peter Reinhart is a lushly
photographed ode to the pan pizza, a doughy, crispy, crowd-pleasing version of
everyone's favorite food that is easy to make in a home oven without specialty
equipment like stones and peels. Starting with recipes for three master doughs that can
be made with commercial yeast, as well as a brief intro to sourdough starters, Perfect
Pan Pizza illustrates how to make several styles of pan pizza including Detroit-style
"deep pan" pizza, focaccia and schiacciata, and Roman and Sicilian styles through stepby-step photographs. The pizzas include classic toppings like pepperoni and
mushrooms, as well as an exciting variety of recipes like the sandwich-inspired Phillystyle Roast Pork and Broccoli Rabe; Reuben pizza; Bacon and Egg with Tomato and
Arugula Pizza; Blue Cheese, Balsamic Onion Marmalade, and Walnut Focaccia; and
Rosemary Garlic Potato, Baby Kale, and Prosciutto Pizza Al Taglio. With unique
recipes, plenty of informative FAQs for beginners, and a permissive and inspiring tone,
this book will appeal to both experienced bread bakers and novice home pizza makers
alike.
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